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MODULAR EXTENSIONS

SHIZUKA SATO

(Communicated by Louis J. Ratliff, Jr.)

Abstract. M. E. Sweedler has proved that modular extensions of fields are

characterized by a tensor product of primitive elements, and also by the equiv-

alent condition that the ground field is the fixed field under higher derivations.

In this paper we shall give an extension of his work about modular field exten-

sions to modular integral domain extensions. Moreover, we shall prove that a

modular extension is an extension that the derivation algebra is generated by

components of higher derivations under some conditions. For example, in a

finite extension of a field, a modular extension is characterized by the fact that

the derivation algebra is generated by components of higher derivations.

0. Introduction and terminologies

In [12] M. E. Sweedler has defined modular extensions of fields. Let K he

a purely inseparable extension of a field k of characteristic p > 0. He has

shown in [12] that if K is of finite exponent over k , then K is modular if and

only if K can be written as the tensor product of simple extensions of k . In

this paper, we shall give some characterizations of modular extensions for other

cases. Let K c R he integral domains of characteristic p > 0 and let cp be a

mapping of R®K R onto R such that cp(a ®b) = ab. We shall say that R is

purely inseparable over K if and only if ker cp is a nil ideal [11]. In this case
n n-i

we say that R has exponent n over K if (kercp)    = 0 but (kercp)p     ^0.

By a higher derivation of R, we mean a sequence {d¡}, 0 < i < oo ,of linear

mappings of R into R such that

n

d0=l,        dn(ab) = Y,d,(a)dn-,(b)'        « = 0,1,2,....
(=0

1. Modular extensions

Let K c R be integral domains of characteristic p > 0. Suppose R is purely

inseparable of finite exponent m over K. Then Q(K) is purely inseparable
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of exponent m over Q(K) where Q(K), Q(R) denote the quotient fields of

K, R respectively.

Sweedler has defined a family of subsets {S¿   } of Q(R) and a set N in [12].

But for the sake of convenience of readers we shall write down the definitions.
1-ÎÎ7

We associate a p-basis of Q(R) over Q(K)P      n Q(R) with Sx , .  The set

Sxpx = {xp;x G Sx ,}  lies in  Q(k/"" n Q(R).   We choose S2 ,   to be a
2 —m

maximal ^-independent subset of Sxpx over Q(K)P     CiQ(R).  S2 2 consists
1 -m 2 - m

of a completion of S2 ,  to a p-basis of Q(K)P      n Ö(Ä) over ß(tf)p      n
j' - 1 - m

Q(R).   Assume we have subsets SiX,S¡2,...,S¡ ¡  of Q(K)P        n ß(/c)

by continuing in this manner. Let F be a maximal ^-independent subset of
i+1 — m

si i u Si,2 u ' • ' u 5/fj  over Q(Kf        n Ö(^) •   And let SM j = SAj n F
for y = 1,2,...,/.   S¡+x ¡+x  consists of a completion of F to a /j-basis of

¡—m i+l—m

Q(K)P     nQ(R) over Q(K)P       nQ(R). Let N = Sx xuS2 2u- • -uSmm . For

x e N, let C(x) be the integer i where x € S¡ i:. If x G N and C(x) - i,

„j
we define i(x) to be the maximal integer j such that x   G Sj+. (. Finally, for

xeN, we define h(x) = m - C(x) + 1 . It is easy to see that the sets {S¡ ¡},

N can be chosen in R.

The following is seen in [12] for the case of fields; we shall give a theorem

for integral domains.

Theorem 1 [12]. Under the above notations and conditions, the following are

equivalent :

(a)  The sequence 0 —► ®xeNK[x] —► R is exact and R/ ®xeN K[x] is a

torsion K-module.

(h)   R contains a sub K-module R0 such that R0 is isomorphic to a tensor

product over K of extensions of K generated by 1 element and R/R0

is a torsion K-module.

(c) There are higher derivations d = {d¡ } of R into Q(R), and there

is a sub K-module Rx of R such that (1) d¡Á)(Rx) c Rx for all

À, i, (2)R/RX is a torsion K-module and n^    ker d^ = Q(K) n R.

(d) Q(R)P and Q(K) are linearly disjoint over their intersections for all

/>0.

(e) Rp   and K are linearly disjoint over their intersections for all />0.

(f) h(x) = i(x) for all xeN.

(g) {xphiX "' ;xgN} forms a p-basis of Q(K)P~' n Q(R) over Q(K).

Proof. That (a) implies (b) is clear. We shall prove that (b) implies (c). We can

write R0 = ®v eMK[yx) for some M c R. Then we have the exact sequence,

0 — ®,teMKly¿ -^R^R/ ®y¡eM K[yÀ] — 0.
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Since Q(K) is a flat A"-module, we have the following exact sequence:

0 — Q(K) ®K (%i€MK\yx\) —> Q(R) — ß(Ä-) ®^ (R/ ®y>eM K\yJ) — 0.

Since <^v,eMK[yÁ] ~ lim . ®v eM-K[yf\, where M* are finite subsets of M,

we have Q(K)®K(®V eMK[y)]) = c3v eMQ(K)[yÀ]. Therefore we have an exact

sequence:

0 — %&MQ(K){y>} -* Q(R) — ß(*) ®k (Rl %zm Küx\ —> °-

By the assumption, it holds that ß(ÄT) ®^ (/?/ ® GW AT^J) = 0 and hence

®J,.€A/ö(A')LvJ = ß(*) • Since ß(/?), ß(A) arefieíds, by Theorem 1(c) in [12],

there are higher derivations {d¡} of Q(R) over Q(K) relative to which Q(K)

is the field of constants. From the method of constraction of higher derivations

{df]}  [4, p.   195], we have d]X)(R0) C R0 for all X, i and a.    kerd^ =

RriQ(K). (c) implies (d). Let d     he the unique extension of higher derivation

dw of R to Q(R). Then we have n,     ker dw = Q(K). In fact,
i>i

df\x/s) = s-'-x±(-iy(i++\y-jd{;\xsj)
y=0 ^ '

= (iA)|¿(-i);(^J)Uf)W = (i/^f)W

for s e A - (0), x G R, where (j) represents a binomial coefficient. Thus the

next implication is satisfied:

(x/s) G n;>1 kerd^ <=> x e n;>1 kerúí(W.

Therefore, by Theorem 1(d) in [12], Q(R)P and Q(K) are linearly disjoint

over their intersection for all / > 1 . That (d) is equivalent to (e) is proved by

a simple calculation. It is shown in [12, Theorem 1] that (d) implies (f), that

(f) implies (a) and that (f) is equivalent to (g).   D

Definition. Let K c R he integral domains. R is called a modular extension

of K if R satisfies condition (e) of Theorem 1.

Let B G A he rings. A ^-linear mapping D is called an «th order B-

derivation [1,3,6,10] if

H

D(x0xxx2 •■•*„) = J2(-l)S~       J2     xi*i2 ■ ■■x,sD(xo ■ ■*/, • •••*,, •••*„)
5=1 il<i2<--<is

for xj G A .

Let Dg (A, M) be the set of all «th order ß-derivations of A into an

^-module M, and let us set DB(A,M) = M + J2n>xD(g](A, M). Then

DB(A , A) is an algebra with usual operations [6, 10].
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A is called a P.H.D. ring over B with respect to an ^-module M if

DB(A, M) — HomB(A, M). A is called a P.H.D. ring over B if A is a

P.H.D. ring over B with respect to all ,4-modules M [9, 11]. In [7], we al-

ready know that a purely inseparable extension field F of finite degree over a

field A is a P.H.D. ring over A .

Theorem 2. Let R be a finite purely inseparable extension field of a field A of

characteristic p > 0. Then R is modular over A if and only if DK(R, R) is

generated by components of higher derivations of R as R-algebras.

Proof. At first we shall prove the only if part. By [12, Theorem 1] there exist

elements x¡(l < i < t) in R of exponent e¡ suchthat R = t8>'¡=xK[x¡]. Now we

can define higher derivations {df]}x<l<t 0<i<pei 0I" R sA- df\xxn) = (")x"~l

and the constant field of d is A[X[, x2, ... , xx_x , xx+x, ... , xn]. Then

{d¡ ' d\ 2 ...d\ ' } are linearly independent over R. Now let A? he the R-

algebra generated by components of {d   }x<i<t ■ Then dimÄ J/7 = npe' = p ?• .

On the other hand, dimKR = npe' and hence dimÄ(Hom^(R, R)) — p <> .

Therefore 5? = HomK(R, R) and hence 5? = DK(R, R).

Next we shall prove the if part. Since R is a finite purely inseparable exten-

sion of A, R is a P.H.D. ring by [7, Theorem 4]. Therefore, for any x G R-K ,

there exists an element Dt g D¡)(R, R) such that Dt(x) ^ 0. Hence from

the assumption there are higher derivations {d } such that Dt is written by

components of {dM}. Thus Dt(x) ^ 0 implies d\ (x) ^ 0 for some X, i.

Therefore A is the constant field of higher derivations of R and R is modular

over A.   D

Theorem 3. Let K g R be integral domains of characteristic p > 0 and R be

free over K of finite rank. Suppose R is purely inseparable over A . Then R is

modular over K if and only if DK(R, R) is generated by components of higher

derivations of R as R-algebras.

Proof. If A is a field, then R is a field. Therefore it follows from Theo-

rem 2 in this case. Suppose A is not a field. Let S = A - (0). Then

S~ A = ß(A) and S~ R = Q(R). At first we shall prove the necessity. Since

R is modular over A, Q(R) is modular over ß(A). By Theorem 1, there are

elements x, G R such that Q(R) =¡ ®"=1 Q(K)[x¡]. From DQ[K)(Q(R), Q(R)) =

Q(R)®RDK(R , R), we have DQ(K](Q(R), Q(R)) = Q(R)[d(l), d{2),..., d(n)],

where Dw are higher derivations of R over A suchthat di¡Á)(x"A — ("^ö^x"'

For any f g DK(R, R), there are elements a. . ■ ■ ■ jn G Q(R) such that

Now we can write / = 2Zf  , where

^ = ^l+,2+...+^m^,,.,„(<>)(<,)■••(<,)•
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Suppose that there are integers m such that a- . j   £ R, m = jx +j2-\-\-j„ ■

Let mQ he the minimum integer among such integers. Then, for jx+j2-\-h

h = mo >

f(xfx£...xi-) = Zm<m/Jxïxï...xi") + aJtJrJn.

By the assumption on m we have fm(xJi'x22. ..xJn") G R for m < m0, and

hence we have a, ,      G R for /, + /, H-h /'  = ran . This is a contradiction

to the assumption on mn.  Therefore it follows that a¡ ¡   ,   G R for all j, .

Hence we have / G R[d{[>, d(2), ... , d(n)].

Next, we shall prove the if part. From rank^ R < oo, the module ClK(R)

of differentials of R over A [6, 10] is a finite i?-module. Therefore we have

isomorphisms

DQ(K)(Q(R), Q(R)) » nomQ(K)(ÇlQ(K)(Q(R)), Q(R))

*Q(R)®RHomK(ÇiK(R),R)

^Q(R)®RDK(R,R).

With these isomorphisms, higher A-derivations of R correspond to higher

ß(A)-derivations of Q(R). Therefore DQ(K)(Q(R), Q(R)) is generated by

components of higher ß(A)-derivations of Q(R), and hence, by Theorem 2,

Q(R) is modular over ß(A). By Theorem 1, R is modular over A.    G

Theorem 4. Let R be a finite extension field of a field K. Then R is modular

over A if and only if D K(R, R) is generated by components of higher derivations

of R as R-algebras.

Proof. The only if part. There is an intermediate field M such that R is

separable over M and M is purely inseparable modular over A [5, Theorem

1]. From [11, Theorem 12] and Theorem 2, it follows that

DK(M, R) = HomK(M,R)

= 2ZR(d]l))(d?))...(d?)),

where M — <g>"=1 A[xJ and every {d¡} is a higher derivation of M such that

df(x?) = (mj)xrJ and df(K[xx, x2, ... , xx_x, xx+x, ... , xn]) = 0. Since

R is finite separable algebraic over M, every {d-  } is uniquely extended to a

higher derivation {df]} of R by [2]. Let D be an element of DK(R, R). Then

the restriction D\M of D on M is an element of DK(M, R). By Theorem 2,

we can write

Since the extension of D\M to R is unique, we have

D-lajj   J(d(X))(df)).(df)
J\J2---Jn        J\ '1 Jn
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and hence DK(R, R) is generated by components of higher derivations of R

as Ä-algebras. Next, we shall prove the if part. Since dim^ R < oo, there

is a subfield A0 of R containing A such that, R is finite purely inseparable

over A0 and A0 is separable algebraic over A. Hence we have DK (R, R) —

Hom^ (R, R) and DK(R, R) = DK (R, R) by Theorem 4 and [7, Proposition

6]. Thus Dv (R, R) is generated by components of higher derivations of R as

.R-algebras. Therefore A0 is the constant field of higher derivations of R. By

[12, Theorem 1], R is modular over KQ. Therefore, from [12, Lemma 5(2)],

R is modular over A.
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